
Meeting Minutes                                                                                        
Special Meeting of the Board of Commissioners: Workshop Session
Emerald Lake Village District
District Offices at 5 West Main Street, Hillsborough, NH
November 20, 2014 at 5:00 pm 

Present: John Dahood, Commissioner & Chair (in person)
  Martha Caron, Commissioner (in person)
  Denise Deforest, Commissioner (in person)

Public:   Bill Clohessy

The purpose of this meeting was to catch up on general administrative and other
miscellaneous matters.

Comr Dahood reported that since Skippy will not plow wellsites, he solicited an estimate
from Zack Plummer, who agreed he would do the plowing for WSO access. His formal estimate
will be sent to all commissioners and Comr Caron will draft a simple written agreement for this
work, which is not subject to bidding.

The status of contract negotiations with Skippy was raised based on November 11
revisions requested by Skippy, and the Administrator will be asked to report on that issue. The
Administrator will also be asked to report on any discussions with Skippy about signage on
Skippy’ materials lot in order to prevent further taking of sand or risk of injury, as previously
proposed.

The arrangements with WSO were also discussed based on a series of just received
invoices which still do not clearly identify the nature of the work, including over $6500 for new
service at 76 Emerald Drive, billed to us. The Commissioners want the Administrator to meet
with Joe Damour again, to re-emphasize that we need clear billing, no surprises, and pre-
authorization where there is not an emergency. 

Comr Dahood reported on his meeting with Scott and Joe Damour over a capital
improvements plan to continue upgrading distribution lines. There was a recommendation that
the major improvement goal was to blend Hummingbird Well production with Mary Rowe and
Meetinghouse and direct the output of all three wells up Autumn Drive to be combined with
Patten Hill output for a single treatment protocol. This will have a substantial impact in
decreasing costs in the long run. However, it will be an initial expensive step as a proposed Phase
2. Joe Damour will furnish an estimate as a starting point for presenting to the residents.
However, bidding rules will apply, once the project is fully defined and specifications set. It was
discussed that this could take several years to fully fund through voter appropriations to a special
fund.
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It was also discussed that the Administrator should be directed to commence annual
contract negotiations with WSO for standard maintenance, for 2015. 

The status of implementing new rules and regulations was discussed and Comr DeForest
will publish notice of a public hearing on these for December 4.

Comr DeForest will also confirm that the elementary school can again be used by ELVD
for its projected Annual Meeting date of April 25.

Bill Clohessy reported that he had met with Iris at the Town, and received her full
database of property information which he will load into Excel on the office computer and start a
sort process database for District properties. It was agreed that Bill should be the primary on this
to provide a unitary database with data integrity, and he has graciously volunteered to set it up
before it is turned over for use.

The rest of the meeting was devoted to reviewing the latest sample of the proposed new
website furnished by Dave Stefanelli, with Comr Caron demonstrating how it would work, and
sharing that there is a December 1 target date for publication, pending a further meeting with
Dave. Drafts for the Summary of Water Project for the Water Page; and of the Commissioners
Forum Introduction and first message for the News Page were reviewed and approved.

There being no further business, the meeting was unanimously adjourned at ap. 7:00 pm.

ELVD COMMISSIONERS

BY: Martha L Caron 
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